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Evidence Base of Diagnosis of Corona Virus
&
the treatment of COVID-19
Ques-1: Why the panic of corona virus? Projection Vs reality
U.S Centre for disease Control and Prevention predicted in the month of February1 from
200000 to 1.7 million deaths due to corona virus this season in US alone.
In contrast the total flu (Covid-19 is also a Flu) death this season is about 20000 to 500002 which
is less than the number of flu death in the previous four seasons (2018, 2017, 2016, 2015)

Flu Hospitalization in U.S.A
Year

Number

2016-2017

500000

2017-2018

800000

2018-2019

500000

2019-2020

525000
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If we extrapolate the US model to India, the total corona deaths should have been between one
lakh to 70 lakhs. In contrast the total Covid-19 death so far is 72 (till 3rd April) and 80% of them
were having comorbid conditions and average age more than 60 years.3 Here we must keep in
mind the average life expectancy of India is 68 Yrs (Source World Bank).
Similarly ahead in this article you will see even in Italy there is no excess death this season.
Infact every year in winter the ICU is 85% -90% full 4.

Ques-2: What is Covid-19 / Corona Virus?
A Corona Virus is like any influenza virus and the disease it causes is called COVID-19.
COVID-19 can be put in ILI (Influenza like Illness) group as it shares many features of Influenza
including:
· Mortality rate about 0.1%
· The virus attacked the respiratory tract.
· Common symptoms include fever, cough weakness and shortness of breath.
· It’s a single strand RNA segment
· It’s airborne / waterborne like any other flu virus.

Ques-3: Now the question arises how do we get to know whether a person is a
patient of corona virus or covid?
There is only one way-rtPCR Test-Reverse transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction Test- a test
kit by which you can diagnose whether a patient has contracted coronavirus or not. Whenever a
machine or gadget is bought, whether car, camera or laptop, a manufacture’s manual is provided.
Similarly, when a rtPCR kit is bought, a manufacturer’s manual will be provided. If you look at
the manual it clearly says under Regulatory Status – ‘For Research Use Only, Not For Use In
Diagnostic Purpose.5
It is very clearly mentioned that it is only for research and not to be used for diagnostic purpose.
This is the manufacturer’s mandate. Not only the manufacturer’s mandate, it has also been said
by the inventor of this kit, Kary Mullis, who is a Noble Prize winner6
Why this is not for diagnostic purpose ? The answer to this question is that- specificity of this
test kit is at the most 99%. Specificity means that you can subject any random 100 healthy
persons to undertake this test, and then it will declare any one person as false-positive. This was
proved on 18th March 2020 in Iceland. On the 18th this test7 was carried out on 1800 healthy
people and 19 people were identified as coronavirus patients. This is when the test kit was
functional with full efficiency. If we listen to the advice of White House then the coordinator of
corona virus in the White House, Dr. Birx, is of the opinion that the kit has 50% chance of
proving false8. That means every second test could be proved wrong. For this very reason in
Finland on 20th March, the health ministry in Finland, rejected this test kit9.
To understand the confusion, we have to turn some pages of the medical journal. According to
the American Journal of Medical Association of 27th Feb 202010, 4 patients of Wuhan were
tested with this kit. They were declared corona virus negative by this test kit just before being
released from the hospital. They were discharged from hospital and allowed to go home. After
about 13 days, they were tested with the same kit and were discovered to be corona-positive.
What does this mean? Either they were never negative in the first place and they had
coronavirus, secondly, they were cured but again contracted infection on reaching home, thirdly,
their body is coronavirus free and the test is wrong, hereby meaning that there is no conclusive
answer with anyone.
Now let us move on to 4th March -The Lancet11- a very important journal. There is a case study
of a patient in Singapore in this journal. This patient was taken to the hospital in high fever,
where he was tested for Dengue and declared dengue-positive, for which treatment began. The
doctor decided to test him for corona virus and was found to be coronavirus -positive as well.
The question is whether to consider him a dengue patient or a coronavirus patient? Was it false
positive in both the cases? Simply put, there can be no conclusive answer.
Let us move onto 5th March- New England Journal of Medicine12- the first patient to get
Coronavirus In the U.S. A sample was taken from his nose and it was tested corona positive. A
sample from his mouth was tested corona- negative. It is up to you to draw your conclusion. I
can only say that the reliability of this test is zero.

Even the founder of Cochrane Collaboration Peter Gøtzsche had written in a report in the
British Medical Journal13 of the 6th March wherein he stated that the only way to come out of
the present environment is by removing the testing-kit. This testing kit is the root cause of all
problems..
Actually, I have also invented a test kit by which you can by sitting at home determine whether
you are a corona patient or not. Are you interested? This test only requires 15 seconds to find out
whether you are a corona patient or not. Your 15 seconds start now. Akkad bakkad bambe bo ,
Assi nabbe poore sau, Sau mein nikla dhaaga Chor nikal ke bhaaga. The finger is pointing
towards you at the end of this counting, that means you are coronavirus patient. If there are 10
people and you want to find out the patient, then it is very simple. Just memorize this counting
style and wherever the finger points, that person is the patient.
You will say this is a big joke. This is a fluke. What will you believe in – science or fluke? What
is the meaning of science – a manufacturer’s manual, or inventor? All medical journals? Science
is saying that this test kit is illogical, illegal and crime. Who is recommending this test kit? Only
one organization is doing it and that is WHO (World Health Organisation) which was declared a
thief by PACE-Parliamentary Assembly of Council of Europe14-10 years ago. Remember about
10 or 11 years ago there was a similar kind of situation and the villain then was H1N1 pandemic.
After a few months the Director of WHO let out some secrets to unearth a big medical scam. So
to adhere to any advice from such an organization is a sin.

Ques-4: The question is if this is a scam then why are so many people dying in
the world?
11500 (as on 31st march 2020) people have died in Italy in 2 months. Will you follow the media
or the health ministry of Italy? of Italy? Yesterday I got in touch with people of Italy to know the
real time status of Italy15. Besides this, the summary report of the National Health Institute of
Italy 16dated 20th March 2020, states that 48.6% people had 3 other ailments besides corona,
26.6% people had 2 other ailments besides corona, 23.5% patients had 1 other ailment other than
corona. Only 1.2 % had corona. If we have a look at the death certificates of the patients then
only 12% person17 had died due to corona virus, as per the report of NHI. In reality only 1380
have succumbed due to corona virus.
There is a difference- dying with corona virus or dying from corona. They mean that 12%
people died from corona virus and the rest died due to some other disease.
If you are not yet convinced then please visit website-Euromomo.eu18where you will find data
of the mortality rates of the last 5 years within Europe. You can see mortality rate in Italy or any
other country during the last 5 years is almost the same . The only difference is that this time
each death figure was reported in real time through social media and panic was created.
The question is what to do in this situation. What is the media saying, what is the public saying?
You have a choice.
Actually UK govt. in January19 released a statement that 22 Lakhs death in USA and 5 lakhs
deaths in UK will occur due to corona. A special status was given to coronavirus-HCID (High
Consequence Infectitious Disease ). Now 2 months later, after compiling results from all over
the world UK govt has realized that coronavirus is only a simple flu virus and can be treated in
any hospital or clinic.
Quietly on 19th March they removed coronoavirus from HCID20 and put into normal virus. But
they hid this fact from public and social media. So I made a video on the 28th and reached out to
you all with this report where UK Govt admitted that they were wrong about Corona Virus
Pandemic. And today with your help this report has reached every household. On 26th March
the New England Journal of Medicine21 and 27th March Research Paper in The Lancet22,
reported that this Corona virus is not so deadly as was expected and the death rate is 0.1% which
is equivalent in case of any normal flu

Ques-5: Status of CDC 2019 – nCov- Real Time rtPCR diagnostic panel as on
23
30th March 2020
·
·
·

Detection of viral RNA may not indicate the presence of infectious virus or that 2019nCov is the causative agent for clinical symptoms.
False positive is more likely when prevalence is moderate or low.
The performance of this test has not been established for monitoring treatment of 2019-n
Cov infection.

Ques-6: Corona Virus Vs Flu
The new corona virus causing COVID 19 has led to more than 454,000 ilnesses and more than
20550 deaths worldwide. For comparison in the US alone the Flu (also called influenza) has
caused an estimated 38 million illnesses, 390,000 hospitalizations and more than 23,000 deaths
this season according to CDC24 (as of 25th march 2020)
The death rate of COVID-19 and Flu is 0.1%21. The Ro of corona virus is 2.221 whereas Ro of
Flu Virus is 1.324.
Here we must remember the Ro is not an intrinsic feature of the virus. It can be lowered through
containment, mitigation and ultimately “herd immunity”, as the people who have recovered
become less susceptible to infections or serious illnesses. For the epidemic to begin to end the
reproduction rate has to drop below 125
Based on the above facts and figures, here is how it compares in terms of the death rate and
transmission rate (RO) to other viruses.

Reference 26

Symptoms : Corona V/s Flu
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The new corona virus and the seasonal flu are similar in many ways. Both are respiratory
diseases that spread through droplets of fluid from mouth and nose of someone who is infected.
Both are contagious and produce similar symptoms such as fever, cough, muscle ache, weakness
and are particularly hard on elderly.

The Difference
1. They come from different family of virus.
2. People have more protection from flu virus because they are exposed to flu virus
repeatedly every year.

Ques-7: Yearly Flu death figures in London & Wales
Looking at the year-to-date, the number of deaths is currently lower than the five-year average.
The current number of deaths is 150,047, which is 3,350 fewer than the five-year average. Of the
deaths registered by 27 March 2020, 647 mentioned the coronavirus (COVID-19) on the death
27
certificate; this is 0.4% of all deaths.

Ques-8: WHO recommendation of RT-PCR test
28

WHO has recommended to use RT-PCR test to diagnose Corona Virus.

3 Most Important Questions
Ques-9: Not a single extra death due to Covid 19 across the World?
Looking at the above data directly from respective Government Website we can see there is no
excess mortality in this season in US or Italy and in fact it is lower the five year average in case
of UK. Similar trend can be seen in all European countries through EUROMOMO.EU
29
In India every year respiratory infarction (Influenza like Illness) kill nearly 3,50000 people i.e
regularly 1000 deaths every day due to influenza like illness (ili). Now if you compare the total
death of COVID-19 patients till now (not every death is due to corona itself, it could be due to
the side effects of medications as explained below), it is coming to be a mere fraction of the total
death due to ILI.

Ques-10: It is impossible to stop corona virus with lockdown because…
30

1) 80% of the corona virus carrier are asymptomatic and so cannot be detected through
present thermal screening method, employed initially airport and subsequently in
colonies etc.
31
2) Among the symptomatic COVID patients 57% do not have fever
32

3) The present thermal scanner used is the industrial thermal scanner with an acceptable error of 40 F.
If we combine the above three points its conclusive that 95% of the cornona carrier will never be
detected with the present mass screening strategy employed since last week of January 2020.
So inspite of lockdown there can be active transmission of virus through essential services like
33
vegetables/fruits/milk etc. So according to the Oxford model , inspite of the lockdown 50% of
the UK population is already infected, leading to developing “herd immunity” which will finally
lead to protection from Corona Virus deaths. The same scenario can be assumed for India as well .

Ques-11: If not corona what is the true cause of death of COVID-19 patients.
To get the answer we have to go back 100 years. In the year 1920 H1N1 Spanish Flu the world’s worst
flu outbreak in which 10 crore people died, which was approx.5 % of the total world population then.
Among them were 1 crore 80 lakh Indians. It was believed that the virus was very strong, deadly and
dangerous to have killed crores of people. But now medical science is very clear that the actual cause of
deaths was not virus but some other reason. Which means that between 1918-1920, whenever anyone
came down with flu, that person was dumped in the hospital-into a cramped room without fresh air,
sunlight and adequate nutrition, and that was the cause of the death. Just then, there were very few
34

hospitals in the world which were given the name of ‘Open Air Hospitals ’. This meant that the patient
was kept in fresh air and also provided with sunlight and these patients walked out of such hospitals alive.
So if we take that example and compare it with the present context, then if anyone is detected with corona
virus, then that person is quarantined completely in a way that the person is cut off from fresh air and
sunlight. Also the food is processed and packed or cooked in a way that the person can fill his stomach
but nutrition is almost negligible. In such a situation the patient takes a longer time to recover. Also, if the
patient has been suffering from other ailments like kidney failure, diabetes, heart disease or high blood
35

pressure and administered with anti-malarial drug along with antibiotic then it is seen the combination

36
of these 2 medicines in the last 40 years has resulted in QT prolongation of heart meaning the heart
beat dangerously rises and causes sudden cardiac death. This has been seen in the research paper of 27th
37

March of Journal of American Medical Association , according to which the cause of death is
myocardial injury, meaning injury in the heart. This happens in 1/3 of the patients. This means it is clear
that the cause is either coronavirus or the treatment for coronavirus. Also we have cut ourselves from
fresh air and sunlight in our quest to recover. Remember, fresh air and sunlight are 2 precious gifts to us
from GOD and are antiviral. Not only that, these 2 plays an important role in boosting our immunity.
Wherever there is lockdown, people suffer from blood sugar, blood pressure, weight issues and
depression. The rate of depression has risen. Meaning that the people are falling sick because of the lock
down protocol . Locking up in the house has its own hazards. At least 1/3 of the people are worrying
about losing their jobs. The Economic Times quotes that 30 % of the Indian population is on the verge of
losing their jobs, in such a situation, depression has already set in over and above the fear of losing their
job. This is a dangerous situation. So the need of the hour is to come out of this situation by empowering
yourself with the right kind of knowledge

Ques-12: Lockdown V/s No Lockdown (as adapted from the Video of the same
name)
There are only 2 ways to tackle an enemy in this world. 1. Defence and 2. Offence. Defence
means to protect oneself, to live in shield or hide till the enemy runs away or dies. 2. Offence
meaning the attack is from your end. Today our enemy is coronavirus. Here also there are 2
strategies-defence and offence. In this world 90% of the world is on the first strategy that is
defence-lockdown. What are we achieving by a LOCKDOWN? We are shielding ourselves
from the coronavirus, as in defence, so that it can’t attack us and we will continue to do so till it
either vanishes or dies.
Today there are 21 countries or 10 % of the world in which corona came at the same time and
rightly thought of following the second strategy-offence, a strategy to attack, known in medical
language as HERD IMMUNITY.
There are 2 ways to fight with coronavirus. One is Lockdown and second is No lockdown. You
have all the data to inform you about what we have achieved with a lockdown whether in Spain,
Italy, US, UK, India or China. In all these countries they thought of their own action plan to win
through defence meaning that we lock ourselves in while coronavirus is waiting, gets tired and
runs away. How many people suffered or died with this? I am not providing the statistics because
all of it is coming on the TV in real time. You would have memorized by now.

But there are 21 countries in the world where there has been no Lockdown. You will be surprised
to know

that after following strategy 2- offence, they have not reached even double digit figures in death,
in some cases there have been no deaths. If you study the list carefully you will find 2 countriesJapan and Sweden where corona death has reached 3 digit figures. To find out why there have
been such few deaths in these 2 countries where they followed herd immunity, I investigated at
my end.
You have to understand that when coronavirus enters the body, then we are inflicted with
COVID-19.
Covid-19 is like influenza falling in the category – Influenza like illness in which category also
falls H1N1. Every year thousands of people all over the world die due to this in Japan, US and
India. I have studied the past 6 years in Japan38 to find out how many deaths have occurred due
to influenza.

In 2014-15 wherein the influenza season occurs from November-April, 2015-16, 2016-17, 201718, 2018-19, 2019-20 till April 10, I have tried to analyse how many deaths have occurred due to
influenza like illness. All the data is on the screen in between the dotted lines. In the last 5 years
the death this year has been very less as compared to previous years. This is the story of Japan.
Now let us talk about Sweden18. I have studied the total mortality of Sweden and you can find it
on the screen.

If you carefully look at the graph on the screen you will find that death due to corona is more but
if you compare figures with previous year and year before that you will see that the deaths due
to influenza is more than corona deaths. In Sweden and Japan the figures have crossed 3 digits

but if we compare previous years then the situation today is much better. Meaning to say that the
situation is much better in the 21 countries where there was NO LOCKDOWN rather than in
those countries where LOCKDOWN was imposed to win over the fight with coronavirus.
Now what I want to ask is why is there no story circulating in the media about these 21
countries? I tried to seek its answer. Here is a story. Imagine that like every year, this year will
also see the mango season. People climb mango trees and pluck mangoes to eat. Some people
however fall from the trees while plucking mangoes. Then there is rumour in the administration
that this year there has been an unusual crop of mangoes such that if those mangoes are eaten it
will probably result in the death of people. This means that everyone has been warned not to step
outside till the mango season is over. You are craving for mangoes so the administration said that
we will provide you with mangoes. They started filling the bottles in a way like this, so that you
can have as many mangoes as possible. This mango juice contains many deadly chemicals. On
one side is God given gift the mangoes. And on the other hand here is the manmade mango juice.
It may be 100 % natural yet can never equal God’s mango.
Let us talk in terms of vaccine in today’s context. Those 21 countries never needed any
medicines nor vaccines to increase their herd immunity against corona virus.
What is vaccine? Let me explain with an example. Let us assume this is coronavirus and when
this enters the body, remember everyone will not fall sick. Statistics show that 80% people will
not fall ill due to coronavirus. They will not even know that they are the carriers of coronavirus.
Only 20% people fall sick. Even among them 10% have fever and the other 10% develop cough
and these recover fast. The other 10% who had fever out of these only 1 will die and the other
999 will recover. What I want to say is that when coronavirus enters your body through nose,
mouth or contact then 80 % of the people will not know. Only a few will know and they will
hope to recover soon. The benefit you will gain is that your body develops immunity or antivirus
to fight the coronavirus so that the next time it enters your body, your body will be in a better
position to fight. This is known as natural immunization. This is what the pharma company
wants to achieve through vaccine. They want you to stay locked in as there is a virus outside that
will kill you. But then they will prepare vaccine for you by putting the virus in a bottle and then
put this virus into your body and body will fight the virus and develop immunity.
This vaccine is not going to be bought by 21 countries because herd immunity is already
developed. If death due to corona occurred then pandemonium would be there and lakhs of
people would have died. Fortunately this did not happen.
Let’s Talk about India! In India Lockdown has been implemented since March 25-2020. Lets
rewind and go back to January 2020, and consider this imaginary situation. Imagine you have
been given the responsibility to provide security to the entire nation and you are alert not to let
any enemy enter into your country, loot or attack it. And you have spies all over the world and
you are security in charge of the entire nation. Your spies inform you that smugglers are going to
enter from different parts of the world and will eat away the whole country. You have to save the
country so you ask how I will recognize them. Spies tell you that the smugglers look just like
normal citizens and cannot be spotted easily. So you ask if I cannot identify them how will I
catch them? They tell you that some of the smugglers have moustaches.

You get an idea atleast we can catch the smugglers with
moustaches. So you ask how many of the smugglers have
moustaches. Spy tells you that 10% of them have
moustaches and 90% donot have. . So you make up your
mind to catch at least 10% of these smugglers. So you put
a high alert at the airport and other ports and announce
that any passenger with moustaches should be detained
and scanned and after due scrutiny should be allowed to
go. May be they are smugglers! Also you give your
security guards special glasses through which any
passenger with moustache can be easily seen and spotted.
But unfortunately the glasses were in such a bad condition
that passengers with moustaches could not be spotted at
all. So the smugglers entered into the country even after
you were on high alert crossed the airport and entered into
the country and ransacked the whole country. Now this
example can be related in today’s context. The smugglers here are the carriers of the corona virus
and not patients. I told you that 80% of the people are carriers of the virus without even knowing
about it. And the Glasses here are the ‘THERMAL SCANNERS’ means only 10% of the
people whose temperature is high can be detected through this thermal scanner. January last
week onwards these thermal scanners were used at the airports to scan the passengers coming
from abroad and only after scanning people were allowed to go.

Now this thermal scanner has some real problems and to know about these problems I have here

with me Thermal Scanner expert Mr. Ashutosh Mittal who is the owner of the Company Gibson
that manufactures Thermal Scanners. Lets hear what he has to say about Thermal Scanners used
at the airports that time from January onwards.
Ashutosh ji I have this thermometer manufactured in your company. In January /February when I
was coming back from Malaysia, at the airport this kind of thermometer was used for scanning. I
want to know what kind of thermometer is this. And this one manufactured by your company

used for which purpose. This I can understand is meant for measuring human body temperature
and this one is for industrial purpose. But can this industrial thermal scanner be used for
measuring human? No , Dr Saab this is Industrial Thermometer. Measuring range of this
thermometer is 50 degree Celsius to 550 degree Celsius. If we talk in Fahrenheit its range is
minus 58 degree to 1022 degree and the variation is 2% plus minus + 2 degree Fahrenheit which
means 4 degree Fahrenheit Plus minus is its tolerance. And because this one is industrial and this
one is medical thermometer. And medical thermometer performs a calculation after taking
temperature from human body surface. But this industrial thermometer doesn’t use this
calculation and can show variation as high as 10 degrees. Which means it can show the
temperature of 99 degrees as 89 degrees or 109 degrees. This is industrial thermometer and using
these thermometers for measuring temperature is a completely futile exercise. But I saw that at
airports and also in our colonies these industrial thermometers were being used. So that means it
was useless! Actually in January / February when corona started, these infra red or Medical
thermometer were exported out of India and when guidelines were received in India to measure
temperature these were not available and only industrial thermometers were available and
people did not have much knowledge about it and used these industrial thermometer
unknowingly. It cannot be used to diagnose high temperature. That means in the month of
January, February and March the entire exercise of scanning done at the airports with this
thermometer was useless or completely futile. Those scanned with industrial one is futile. Those
that used Medical thermometer could be correct but in this Medical thermometer too there was
this issue that measuring distance of this medical thermometer is 125cm. Different manufacturers
have different distances and this one says 125 cms which means the distance should be this
close but as we saw it in television or videos measurement was done from this far. From this
distance this will not give the right measurement as the distance should be 125cm. You mean
when the temperature was measured and if you remember it was done from this far this will not
give the right picture and will be less which is again Futile. That means when this one
(Industrial Thermometer) was used it was absolutely futile and using medical thermometer a
distance was quite far which again resulted in less measurement and a distances of 125 cm was
not maintained and was measured from far which would have resulted in temperature difference.
You just heard that the strategy to scan through thermal scanner to stop the corona patients failed
completely. Which means before lockdown since January February and till march end these
corona virus carriers kept coming into the country from all over the world and spread throughout
the country. Though we were quite alert but they still spread into the country. Today at this point
of lockdown its obvious that these corona virus carriers and not corona patients who themselves
are unaware about it are spread throughout this country. Now take this imaginary situation that I
am a corona virus carrier and despite lockdown I am allowed to go to buy vegetables and fruits
during 3-4 hrs breaks. I take this mango and hold it and I do not like it so keep it back. Then I
buy some mangoes while I keep the mango back that I did not like.I am carrier of Corona virus
and not its victim or patient. So is this mango infected with corona virus. Yes it is! Now another
healthy person is also there to shop for mango and buys this infected mango unknowingly which
means corona virus reached his home. What I want to say that in spite of lockdown corona virus
is spreading and in a country like India it is not possible to stop its spread. India has a population
of 140 crores and has a police force of approximately 15 lakhs and a good sizeable number of
these policemen are engaged in VIP security and other work. With limited number of policemen

it is nearly impossible to keep an Indian population of 140 crores locked inside homes. And
whatever tits and bits you are watching on the TV and around you cannot be expanded and
generalized for the whole country. So that means according to me corona virus has spread all
over the country. And if its has spread then it’s a good news because that would means India has
achieved “herd immunity”. You can also see that corona deaths in India are 360. In a country of
140 crores 360 deaths is a miniscule number. And these 360 deaths are because or corona or not
is also questionable. As I explained in my previous video that RT PCR test for corona virus
diagnosis is questionable and not a reliable test. Secondly I also explained that the treatment of
corona after keeping the patient in quarantine, the medicines used for treatment is the very cause
of deaths. The evidences say so… So even if the patient died of corona virus the number is just
360 but the truth is we cannot be sure if they died of corona virus or due to treatment or due to
other medical complications . But overall the numbers are very less. So India has achieved
“Herd Immunity” so we do not have to worry much about falling sick with corona virus as
corona has transmission rate of 2 and mortality rate of 0.1% which is just like any other flu. Now
I have a question for you. Imagine this is corona virus with mortality rate of 0.1% which means
out of 1000 people affected with corona virus only 1 will die with this virus and 999 people will
recover and its transmission rate is 2.2, which means 1 person will infect 2 people further.
Imagine there is another situation in India or anywhere in the world where another virus or
bacteria many times stronger and deadlier than corona which means infectious agent whose
transmission rate is 10 i.e will spread to 10 people from a single infected person 5 times stronger
than corona virus and whose mortality rate is 20 times more than Corona. A virus which can kill
5 lakh people in a year or 1 person every minute! If this kind of bacteria or virus arrives in our
country what to do in such a situation? You will suggest that when we were quarantined for
corona it’s obvious that in the other case of virus or bacteria too we should lock ourselves in our
homes and there should be a lockdown till it is contained or dies or goes away. I would like to
tell you here that this is a bacteria here in this case and the disease is Tuberculosis. Very sadly I
have to say that every year 4-5 lakh people die due to tuberculosis. Almost 1 person dies every
minute. Which means 10 people have lost their life due to tuberculosis while you are done
watching this video. So my question to you whose answer you have find as I could not find any
answer to this. The way every death due to corona virus is reported every minute and highlighted
on the TV . Same way Tuberculosis death toll which is 1000 per day is not reported and
Highlighted on TV as 1000 people died of tuberculosis, now 1001, 1002… reaching 5 lakhs,
reached a figure of 5 lakhs! Why such a high figure of Tuberculosis deaths are not reported and
highlighted on TV. The answer to this question will not be given by me! You will give the
answer and reason through comment section of this video…
Now I ask you the second question. Whenever a patient is infected with corona virus then that
patient is quarantined and given allopathic treatment. Let me tell you that HIV medicine given in
allopathic, remdesivir, an experimental drug, which has never been approved for any ailment or
anti -malarial drug which has no link with coronavirus whatsoever. In fact it has been seen in the
last 40 years that anti malarial drug abnormally increases heart beat resulting in sudden cardiac
death. It is clear that this medicine may result in heart attack or cardiac arrest. There is no
evidence that a coronavirus patient can recover.

1. On one hand these medicines are being administered t patients and on the other hand
Ayurveda and homeopath is being kept separate. These 2 branches are also part of Indian
culture and also legal. But such doctors are not allowed to treat corona patients, patients
are kept at a distance. They are using Ayurveda for prevention. If a person is inflicted
with coronavirus does he have the option of choosing allopathy, ayurveda, unani,
naturopathy or homeopathy. He has no choice simply because he is a guinea pig. He is
administered allopathic medicines which have no relevance to coronavirus. Whenever an
Ayurvedic practitioner approaches the health ministry for patients to be handed over to
them for treatment then in reply he is questioned if he has ever treated a corona patient.
What would happen if I had to ask an allopathic doctor the same question. Do you have
any evidence of having treated a corona patient. He also does not have evidence and nor
do you. You have not treated a corona patient before and nor have they.But there is
evidence that the medicine being used for treatment has resulted in many people affected
with heart attack or cardiac arrest. On 29th March 39 , Dr Utpal Barman, a senior
anaesthetist from Guwahati complained of chest pain after taking anti malaria drug (as a
preventive measure from COVID-19) leading to death due to cardiac arrest.
2. On the basis of which evidence are people being administered anti malarial drugs? Why
isn’t Ayurveda being given importance. In Tehran-Iran40 200 people in a hospital were
treated with the strategy of Ayurveda and within 1 week 190 people recovered and the
remaining 10 were observed to be recovering fast. On one hand in some part of the world
Ayurveda is being used to treat patients and on the other hand in our country patients are
kept away from Ayurveda and homoeopathic doctors. Why so.

Ques-13: Shehanshah The Body-Guard
(Adapted from the video with the same Name)
You have an 'Emperor' who single- handedly catches culprits, fights for justice and passes the
judgement. I am talking about a very important cell of our body, DENDRITIC CELL.
DENDRITIC CELL means 95% immunity of your body. Its function is to catch hold of enemies
for you. Enemies could be virus, bacteria, pathogen, chemical or poison-meaning fighting your
own case and giving the verdict too. Maybe that is why you and I are alive today. These dendritic
cells are spread out in our entire body, like a body guard, especially just below the skin. But a
few of us unknowingly kill these dendritic cells or make them inactive by feeding them with
liquor. I am talking here about SANITIZERS. SANITIZER means about 72% alcohol. When you
are applying sanitizer on your hand, you are actually rubbing alcohol on your hands. This alcohol
is not limited to the skin but penetrates your skin to reach the dendritic cells to make them
inactive or completely destroy them. It does not stop here. This alcohol mixes with the blood and
spreads throughout the body. If you don’t believe what I’m saying then please carry out an
experiment after watching this video.
Take sanitizer and rub it well on your hands, and immediately go out to drive your car. While
driving pray that you meet a policeman with a breath analyzer. If the policeman stops you and
puts a breath analyzer in front of your face and say that you are challaned or fined and your

licence will be taken away as alcohol content has been detected in your breath. But wait, you will
not be challaned or fined nor lose your license.
If you want to verify what I’m saying then please go to the link on the screen and read the article
given in the journal41.
You will be surprised to know that each time you rub your hands with alcohol, this alcohol
content penetrates the skin to reach the dendritic cell and actually kills the dendritic cell. If the
dendritic cell dies or weakens then that is the time you will turn weak and be attacked by the
virus and bacteria and fall ill.
If you want to remain strong then you have to keep this EMPEROR of your body, meaning the
dendritic cell, strong. If you want to keep the dendritic cell of your body strong, then you just
have to do 2 things.
1.

2.

To avoid those things which weaken or kill the dendritic cell. In this first is
alcohol, either by drinking42 or applying41. It affects the dendritic cell directly
and it can also die. Secondly, animal protein. Any food that has animal protein
such as eggs, meat fish or dairy products like milk, cheese, butter milk, butter,
paneer or curd. When these milk products are consumed then it directly affects
the dendritic cell meaning one’s own immunity43. This weakens the body’s
immunity. These are things that must be avoided.
Now you have to adopt this, that is daily 0.2% Vitamin C, not in the form of tablet,
capsule or tonic, but in the form of vegetables and fruits. If you eat one large
guava, 0.2 gm Vitamin C will enter your body. 2 medium size orange or even 3
mangoes, 0.2 gm vit. C will go inside your body. Or 4 tomatoes will provide 0.2
gm vitamin C. Do one thing – take about 3or 4 varieties of fruit to make it 300400 grams. If you do this daily then 0.2 gm or more Vitamin C will enter your
body daily. If you are able to do only this much daily then your immunity will be
strong, the EMPEROR or body guard of your body will be strong and you will be
able to tackle boldly any virus attack.

Ques-14: How to Cure Covid-19
If you are with science then you need not worry or need to be scared just as incase of common
cold or flu. Now if you want to know how to cure Corona Virus ,you will need to follow the s
protocol of common cold or flu . If you want to cure in 3 days all you need to do is follow 3 step
diet protocol.

3 Step Diet Protocol
(Based on 161 reference papers from 1920-2020)31
Day 1: Liquid Day.
If your body weight is 70 kg. The divide it by 10 to get 7.
This means in the whole day drink 7 glasses of fruit juice + 7 glasses of coconut water

Day 2 : Fluid day.
Body wt. divided by 20. 60 divided by 20= 3 glasses of citrus fruit juice+ 3 glasses of
coconut water + tomato and cucumber by weight ( body weight multiplied by 5).

Day 3: Solid Day.
This means 60 divided by 30=2, which means 2 glasses of citrus fresh fruit
juice without straining + 2 glasses of coconut water till 12 noon
After that for lunch tomato + cucumber as you had yesterday 350 grams,
for a 70 kg person , that is 350 grams of vegetable .
By dinner you will be able to eat normal home cooked vegetarian food.

